PROGRAM
GENERAL

Tickets can be bought at the ticket booth in Høgskoleparken every day between 12:00 pm - 06:00 pm during
the festival. Exceptions: opening hours 10., 12., 19., 22., 23., 25. of october between 02:00 pm - 08:00 pm. For
questions, contact billett-support@uka.no by mail or call +4792215994.

LORDE (NZ)

SUPP.: KHALID

19. OCTOBER
On October the 19th Lorde is scheduled to hold her first concert at UKA and Dødens dal, or “Death Valley”, which
also happens to be her first concert ever on Norwegian soil. Four years ago she topped Billboard with her monster
single “Royals” and is now ready to grace Trondheim with her presence.
After a two years hiatus from the music scene, Lorde made a spectacular comeback with Melodrama, the sequel to
her debut album Pure Herione (2013). The latter received its fair share of acclaimed critiques both internationally
and in Norway. This year’s comeback kicked off on the main stage of Coachella where Billboard could report that
the 20-year-old artist is on the fast track of becoming a “pop queen”. The tour has had several pit stops during
the summer and is now set Dødens dal on fire! Lorde’s repertoire consists of Grammy award winning “Royals” and
“Yellow Flicker Beat” and she is known to deliver live performances of the highest quality. Even more impressive is
the fact that she has surpassed one billion plays on Spotify alone.
Lorde (Ella Yelich- O’Connor) was discovered through a local talent show in her come country New Zealand at the
tender age of twelve. Four years later she uploaded “Royals” on her personal Soundclound account and to put it
simply – the rest is history. Lorde’s artist name has its inspirational roots from the noble, a jarring contrast to her
then rather average teenage life. Feminised with an “e” at the end, there stands no doubt about the fact that Lorde
carries her name rightfully.
But behold, it gets even better! The opening act is no other than the American singer-songwriter Khalid. The 19
year-old from the US has made it big within the R&B world and reached no. 16 on the US Billboard Hot 100 with
his debut single “Location”. Khalid released his debut album in March this year and is now ready to hit up Dødens
dal! Get ready for the 19th because this is going to be royally amazing.

THE UKA REVUE
Norway’s biggest student revue is once again ready to make you laugh at Samfundet! UKA is celebrating
its 100th year, and the revue is a worthy celebration of this grand anniversary. The UKA Revue was what
laid the foundation for the UKA Festival back in 1917, and it is often referred to as the “heart of UKA”.
A lot has changed since then, and the revue has grown from an improvised theater to an ambitious
project of great proportions. This year’s production is the result of the hard work of over 170 UKA volunteers.
“Ta-De-Du” is a show you will not want to miss. We promise a celebration filled to the brim with humor, laughter,
jaw dropping musical acts and an amazing stage in Storsalen.
You will find tickets to the revue almost every day during UKA.

THEME PARTIES
YACHT
Highasakite deserves a solid afterparty after their concert in Dødens dal and nothing is better than a real yacht
party at Samfundet! Fagernes Yacht Klubb, a coverband whom has played at Øyanatt for many years, is going to
perform in Storsalen. Bring your polo shirt and sailor shoes, and get ready to set sails for the night.

TYPISK NORSK
Put on your beloved knickers and be ready for the theme party of the year! A little uncertain about what is typically
Norwegian, or just excited to show others your Norwegian style? Forget Petter Schjervens facts and entertainment
program from the early 2000s, here it’s all about the party. Each room will have its own theme with “typical Norwegian” decoration and music. Bring your “party bunad”, find your cheese shovel and join us at Samfundet to find
out what is typically Norwegian for you.

KLØBB with silent disco
KLØBB is a theme party where “clubbing” is to be appreciated. With DJs in Klubben, Strossa, Bodegaen and
the newly refurbished Selskapssiden, the dance level will be high! In Storsalen, we invite you to Silent Disco and
the sight of hundreds of students dancing to different tunes in their own headset is worth taking. In Bodega, it
becomes possible even more sweaty when male strippers offer stripping shows. Yet the temperature may be the
highest on Selskapssiden when we invite you to Fyrrum, where it will be danced to good, revolving techno for live
streaming on the UKA website.

ONSdag
This theme party is a tribute to all One Night Stands Worldwide! Most of us has experienced a ONS, also known
as a One Night Stand - either by yourself or through the slightly thin wall of the bedroom. It is not unknown that
the students in Trondheim love to “ONS” a lot, and UKA’s 100th anniversary is no exception. The theme party
is a tribute to all One Night Stands world-wide, but most of all the ONSes that will happen during UKA-17. Free
sexuality, love, awkwardness and everything between deserves a real celebration! Samfundet will be decorated in
classic ONS style with the perfect combination of romantic and dirty. If you’re looking for an “UKEONS”, the
UKElove or just want a exciting night, ONSdag is the perfect party for you!

COVER FEE AT SAMFUNDET
Get access to Samfundet and experience its multitude of bars, dance clubs and lounges! Many evenings
during UKA awesome free concerts and events are included in the entry, see the full lineup and schedule for more
information. Tickets may also be bought at the door, but we recommend pre-purchasing as tickets often are sold
out in advance.

